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Patrick McLaughlin Band - House On Fire (2014)

  

    01. Hot N’ Cold (4:32)  02. Free To Leave (5:36)  03. House On Fire (6:16)  04. What Would
A Good Woman Do (4:11)  05. Train To Tucson (3:43)  06. Hey Honey (4:07)  07. Do What’s
Right (4:44)  08. Where’s Daddy (8:58)  09. I’m Not The One (5:35)  10. In The Cold Light Of 6
A.M (3:19)  11. Let’s Get Lost (4:44)    Patrick McLaughlin – guitar, vocals  Kathy Wolfe –
piano, vocals  Deb Landolt – vocals  Keith Blair - keyboards  Jeffrey Cooper – bass  Leon
Robinson – drums    

 

  

The year is 2004. Patrick finished playing for Ric Boals and The Soals (1997-2000) and
returned to Columbus, he was playing 6 nights a week in no time, by joining Kathy Wolfe and
Wolfhound and then starting the first incarnation of the celebrated Patrick McLaughlin Band
(a.k.a. The PMB). With the husky, wailing vocals of Deb Landolt, Keith Blair on keyboards, Leon
Robinson on drums and the late Jeffrey Cooper on bass, the PMB was truly a blues force to be
reckoned with. During their run (from 2001 to 2006), they represented Ohio twice at the
International Blues Challenge and a finalist in 2004. All the while, Patrick was keeping in touch
with his professional roots, hosting numerous weekly blues jams around Columbus including the
Dolphin Lounge and The Blues Station.

  

The 2004 album was crafted during this time, it was not released. Bass player Jeffrey Cooper
was diagnosed with cancer and passed on at 24 years old. The blow to Patrick and everyone in
the band was devastating. The album sat in the vault, and each band member went their
separate ways. Patrick did not play or have a band for several years, 2009 began the next
group and subsequent album.

  

Jeffrey's music should out there be for everyone to hear. With all the unlicensed versions out
there, this is the way the music was written and intended for people to enjoy. The original music
has been continuously played on local station 90.5 WCBE, and has been the only place it is
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heard.

  

Enjoy the travel back in time, and keep Jeffrey and his talent in your memory. ---cdbaby.com
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